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The Post Growth Institute is a 501c(3) nonprofit research organization. The Institute’s mission is to  
inspire, mobilize, and support individuals, businesses, and communities in transitioning to a thriving,             
sustainable society based on the continuous flow of resources, within ecological limits. The Institute              
sees credit unions as vital to the circulation of money through our economy, and seeks to understand                 
how the credit union movement can continue to grow in its service of communities and local                
businesses. 

 

Research Proposal 
What’s holding back the development of comprehensive       
businesses services in US credit unions? 
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Summary 
The credit union movement has significant momentum across the United States. After the 2008 financial               
crisis, credit unions emerged more resolutely as trusted financial partners, able to maintain lending              
availability during the credit crunch and offering better rates, greater investment security and superior              
customer service for consumers. Historically, strict membership requirements and business restrictions           
suppressed the growth of credit unions. However, in 1998 there was a shift to “multiple common bond                 
membership”, which, combined with informal “move your money” campaigns, has driven US credit             
union membership beyond 114 million people, as well as ongoing growth in credit union assets and                
lending. Many US credit unions provide “basic business services” - primarily checking and savings              
accounts for small businesses. A smaller number of credit unions have moved to provide              
“semi-comprehensive business services” that support daily business operations, including full treasury           
management services. However, there are no credit unions that offer “comprehensive business services”             
or otherwise a level of service rivalling that provided by large, for-profit banks. Were this level of service                  
available, our understanding is that many socially-conscious businesses would shift their banking            
allegiance entirely to the credit union system, an assumption based on evidence of credit unions               
responding to higher demand for commercial lending and services.  
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Thus, this research project seeks to discover what is holding back the development of comprehensive               
business services in US credit unions. 
 
To address this question, we will conduct a thorough review and a classification of existing US credit                 
union capabilities, with respect to the business services they offer (Stage One). Using this assessment, we                
will refine our hypotheses for why the expansion of commercial capabilities and their uptake has been                
limited, via semi-structured, qualitative phone interviews with key stakeholders across credit unions, and             
industry representatives (Stage Two). Lastly, should the research indicate that the development of             
comprehensive business services within US credit unions is feasible, we will develop a strategy for               
mobilizing a ‘Move Corporate Money’ coalition based on identified leverage points (Stage Three). 

1 Research Analyst, Post Growth Institute. 
2 Executive Director, Post Growth Institute; Affiliate Professor, Southern Oregon University. 
3 Chilingerian, Natasha 2017, CU Times "Credit Unions Look to Expand Business Services: Onsite at CUBG" 
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Introduction: The Rise of Credit Union Consumer Services 
Currently serving 55.4% of economically active Americans, credit unions have become a major force in               
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the consumer banking sector. In reaction to the higher economic and social costs associated with large                
for-profit banks, a growing number of people have turned to credit unions as viable alternatives in the                 
banking industry. Lending and membership growth in the national credit union system continues to              
outpace that of small and large banks. Since the onset of the 2011 “Move Your Money” campaign, more                  
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than 18 million Americans have registered new accounts with credit unions -- representing more than               
$400 billion of consumer deposits shifted from for-profit banks to not-for-profit credit unions.  
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Credit unions now offer personal banking features that mirror those offered by for-profit banks. Over time                
they have improved access to banking services through modern advances like ATM-sharing with the              
CO-OP Network, as well as online banking; both of which have made credit unions highly attractive for                 
people seeking credit or a place to deposit their money with a community-based financial institution.               
Moreover, credit unions consistently provide outstanding customer service and offer a place to put              
deposits where they can be leveraged for local benefit. Communities see a direct benefit because credit                
unions reinvest all their profits, reducing rates on lending, providing higher rates on member deposits, and                
giving money to local charities.  
 
Regulatory easing has also contributed to the improved ease and accessibility of credit union services:               
since 1998, multiple common bond membership has allowed credit unions to expand access to credit               
union membership for a wide geographic area. Ten years later, the 2008 financial crisis set off a wave of                   
negative sentiment toward large banks which led to a widespread movement of money to credit unions                
(thanks in part to the thought leadership of various Move Your Money campaigns). More recently,               
2016/2017 lending and membership reforms further empowered credit unions to offer a greater range of               
services for more people, including “underbanked” populations. 
 
Basic Commercial Services 
A growing percentage of new credit union members are small business owners who turn to credit unions                 
as a source of reliable credit and as a means of supporting their local economy. Credit unions have always                   
provided basic services for businesses - checkings and savings accounts, business loans and credit cards.               
However, they have become more responsive to business needs over time, especially thanks to a               
broadened potential field of membership and online banking. Since the 1980’s, credit union lending to               
small businesses has grown as a percentage of overall assets, while it has fallen within the for-profit                 
banking sector. During the post-2008 credit crunch, many businesses switched to credit unions who              
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proved to be key lending partners when for-profit banks declined to make loans.  8

 
Semi-Comprehensive Commercial Services 
In many urban centers across the US, credit unions have taken a more active role in catering to businesses                   
in their communities. They now provide (or act as intermediaries for) semi-comprehensive business             
services for their commercial customers, supported by a more robust online interface. This typically              

4 Jan 2018 CUNA Monthly Estimates Report 
5 Credit Unions’ Expanding Footprint - Disalvo and Johnston (2017 Q1) Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia. 
6 CUNA 2017 Credit Union Industry Q3 Report 
7 The Increasing Importance of Credit Unions in Small Business Lending (2011) - James A. Wilcox 
8 2014 Co-op Financial Service, "Credit Unions as Secret Weapons for Entrepreneurs" 
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includes ACH payment processing, wire transfer services, automatic payroll and tax management, and             
remote check deposit. Some credit unions also offer commercial insurance and investment services.             
Combined, these services are known as treasury management (TM).  
 
The emergence of more robust commercial services is part of a well-documented trend of credit unions                
behaving more like commercial banks in terms of their services and products, while retaining their               
not-for-profit commitment. Businesses that bank with TM-capable credit unions are able to manage daily              
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business transactions and core administrative functions (like cash management) through the credit union             
system, which reduces their overall reliance on for-profit banks. Modern credit unions, with online              
banking and more robust capabilities, are growing increasingly receptive to business needs, which means              
they can accommodate higher commercial demand, leading to higher asset growth.  
 
Higher assets in the credit union industry means more capital is available in turn for local consumers and                  
businesses. Credit unions shifting toward commercial services are further enabled to build their internal              
capacity, hiring more staff and specialized positions, as well as developing the technological             
infrastructure to service a wider range of customers. Growth strengthens credit unions’ capacity to              
leverage economies of scale, enabling them increase the accessibility of low-cost financial services for              
more individuals (including underbanked populations) and improve the quality of service.  
What if credit unions went one step further? 
 
Comprehensive Commercial Services 
There is yet another level of commercial services credit unions could provide: comprehensive business              
services. Such services cover sophisticated fraud and data management tools, organizational support            
through automated account reconciliation and zero-balance accounts, as well as a sophisticated online             
interface with custom reporting and extensive account management features. Large, for-profit banks            
presently support all the core functions and needs of business through this level of service, while also                 
accommodating the needs of medium to large-scale businesses (which require more managerial support).             
However, the capacity of the credit union system to manage this range of service appears non-existent. 
 
What is missing is the ability of the credit unions to cater to the full range of business needs. The lack of a                       
comprehensive level of commercial services in the credit union system means that, although businesses              
may have some of their term deposits in credit unions, they are forced to keep their daily business                  
accounts (and thus the bulk of their wealth) with for-profit banks to access these services. As businesses                 
have higher deposits on average than consumers, this lack of commercial capabilities reveals that the               10

potential for growth is huge. If just 1% of the total national banking assets held by commercial banks                  
shifted to credit unions, this would amount to over $160 billion in transferred capital. Such a movement                 
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of corporate money would have a powerful economic impact, thanks to the multiplier effect that credit                 
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unions accelerate. However, what factors limit or prevent the development of this third level of services in                 
the credit union industry remains unclear. 
  

9 Small Business Administration (2011) The Increasing Importance of Credit Unions in Small Business Lending 
10 Too Legit to Quit?: Banks vs. Credit Unions after the Financial Crisis - Chatterji, Luo, and Seamans (2011)  
11 Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (US), Total Assets, All Commercial Banks. retrieved from 
FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 
12 American Independent Business Alliance "The Multiplier Effect of Local Independent Businesses" 
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Classification of business services offered by US credit unions 

Degree of 
Business 
Services 

Basic  Semi-Comprehensive  Comprehensive  

Services 
offered 

Business checkings/savings 
accounts, small business lending, 
business credit cards. Basic 
online banking interface. 

ACH payment processing, 
remote deposit capture, 
automated payroll and tax 
management etc. More 
robust online interface. 

Fraud and data management, 
automated account 
reconciliation, returned item 
management, zero-balance 
accounts. Highly sophisticated 
online interface. 

Availability in 
the CU 
system 

The majority of credit unions Some credit unions None (only seen in large, 
for-profit banks) 

 
 
Research Question  
What factors inhibit or prevent the development of comprehensive business services in the US credit               
union industry? 
 
Dependant on level of capitalization, preliminary research suggests the following hypotheses: 

● Supply: Credit unions are not widely perceived as modern, full-fledged financial institutions,  13

especially for large-businesses which require state-of-the-art financial support. Large-businesses 
make up a negligible portion of credit union membership. As the membership base strongly 
influences the strategic direction and vision of credit unions, the lack of a significant 
large-business member cohort means there is little to no pressure for the development of banking 
services that large-businesses require.  

● Supply and demand: Resource constraints may be a principal factor slowing commercial 
expansion, especially for smaller credit unions. A lack of sufficient economies of scale means the 
organizational costs of expansion may be greater than the anticipated revenue/commercial 
demand, which renders expansion unfeasible for a majority of credit unions.  

● Demand: (Guiding vision has constraints that perpetuate the perceptions from businesses and 
internal myopia of managers and members) Credit unions are traditionally consumer focused, 
which informs a difference of strategic vision and risk-taking behavior between credit unions and 
the large banks which do offer comprehensive business services. Related to this is a lack of senior 
management experience and expertise with regard to commercial services that discourage the 
rapid expansion of commercial services. 

 
Secondary factors: 

13 Estrin, Michael. “6 Misconceptions About Credit Unions.” Bankrate, Bankrate.com, 29 Jan. 2018, 
www.bankrate.com/banking/6-misconceptions-about-credit-unions/  
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● Political opposition and/or intimidation from banking competitors discourages willingness to 
expand  

● Leadership or membership characteristics of credit unions tend to lack will to innovate; may be 
related to unwillingness to take on risk or regulatory pressures 

● Regulatory pressures would create financial burdens which restrict will to expand 
● Proximity of credit unions from urban areas with high business density affects (encourages or 

discourages) investment in commercial expansion 
● Perception of efficiency and ease related to large for-profit banks’ ability to run a “one-stop shop” 

which credit unions cannot yet provide. 
● Credit unions inefficient at marketing to businesses 

 
 
Our project will assess the validity and contributing strength of the above possible factors, as well as 
others we may have missed. 
 
Research Design 
To address the research problem, we will undertake a multi-stage qualitative study to uncover the factors                
inhibiting the development of comprehensive commercial capabilities among PNW credit unions. Based            
on the factors at play and how they interact; the study will consider the most appropriate response(s) to                  
resolve these factors and accelerate the movement of commercial money to credit unions.  
 
Stage 1: Mapping and hypothesis development 

● Review of industry data and media reports 
● Semi-structured phone interviews with key stakeholders across the credit union industry to refine             

our hypotheses. Interview sample will be identified using a snowball technique. 
● Hypothesis finalization 

 
Stage 2: Hypothesis testing and exploration 

● Quantitative survey of industry stakeholders to discover the weighting of proposed factors 
● Follow-up, in-depth qualitative interviews with key stakeholders to explore the identified factors 

 
Outputs: Report detailing the factors inhibiting the development of comprehensive businesses services in             
US credit unions. 
 
Proposed partners; Credit Union Business Group; Independent Community Bankers of America;           
Community Development Bankers Association; Co-op Financial Services, Filene Institute; National          
Association of Federal Credit Unions, Northwest Credit Union Association, National Association of State             
Credit Union Supervisors 
 
Stage 3: Strategy development 

● Identification of potential ‘movement building’ stakeholders based on factors identified in stage            
2. 

● Qualitative interviews with identified stakeholders to identify leverage points for the accelerated            
development of comprehensive businesses services in US credit unions. 
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Outputs: Report detailing identified leverage points for stakeholders to accelerate the development of             
comprehensive business services in US credit unions. Conference presentation. Media interviews.  
 
Proposed partners: Move Your Money leadership, National Credit Union Administration, Credit Union            
National Association, Chambers of Commerce, Credit Union Media, US Public Interest Research Group  
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Timeline and Budget 
 

Stage Dates What Budget Details 

1 March-June, 
2018 

Mapping and hypothesis   
development 
 

$7,200 - Research (120 hrs) 

2 July -  
September, 2018 

Hypothesis testing and   
exploration 
 

$6,135 - Research (100 hrs) 
- Phone ($45/month) 

3 October -  
January 2018 

Strategy development 
 

$10,680 - Research and writing (100     
hrs) 
- Phone calls ($45/month) 
- Conference travel 
- Printing and distribution 

Total $24,015  

 
More information 
If you are interested in supporting this project, financially or as a research, movement or promotional                
partner, please contact info@postgrowth.org or call 541 631 8680. 
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